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NEW QUESTION: 1
The Contoso SharePoint on-premise intranet portal stores
content in 50 site collections.
Contoso must display all content tagged with a metadata term on
the main page of the portal.
You need to display all documents with the metadata term
without using any custom code.
Which technology should you use?
A. Content Search Web Part (CSWP)
B. Content Query Web Part (CQWP)

C. CamlQuery
D. TaxonomySession
Answer: A
Explanation:
CSWP can be configured to "see" items anywhere in SharePoint.
Incorrect:
Not A: CQWP and related SPSiteDataQuery can only search within
the current site
collection.
Not C: For TaxonomySession you would have to write code.
Not D: The CamlQuery class just specifies a query on a list.
Reference: Using the Content Search web part (and understanding
SP2013 search)

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have an Azure subscription named Subscription1.
Subscription1 contains the resources in the following table.
In Azure, you create a private DNS zone named adatum.com. You
set the registration virtual network to VNet2. The adatum.com
zone is configured as shown in the following exhibit.
For each of the following statements, select Yes if the
statement is true. Otherwise, select No.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Box 1: No
Azure DNS provides automatic registration of virtual machines
from a single virtual network that's linked to a private zone
as a registration virtual network. VM5 does not belong to the
registration virtual network though.
Box 2: No
Forward DNS resolution is supported across virtual networks
that are linked to the private zone as resolution virtual
networks. VM5 does belong to a resolution virtual network.
Box 3: Yes
VM6 belongs to registration virtual network, and an A (Host)
record exists for VM9 in the DNS zone.
By default, registration virtual networks also act as
resolution virtual networks, in the sense that DNS resolution
against the zone works from any of the virtual machines within
the registration virtual network.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/dns/private-dns-overview

NEW QUESTION: 3
From 2019 on the total capital requirement for banks under
Basel III will be defined as:
A. 10.5% of RWA plus conservation buffer
B. 8% of RWA plus countercyclical buffer
C. 10.5% of RWA plus countercyclical buffer
D. 8% of RWA plus conservation buffer
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
What is the objective of the Building Software as a Service
(SaaS) Adoption Pattern of the IBM Cloud Computing Reference
Architecture V3?
A. To describe how to build applications so that they can be
exposed as services
B. To describe how to build a private cloud that use SaaS
services
C. To describe how to build an infrastructure to deliver SaaS
services
D. To describe how to prepare a data center to deliver
Infrastructure as a Service and Platform as a Service cloud
services to consumer users
Answer: C
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